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Summary 
 

The complex interpretation of the geophysical data (seismic, gravity and magnetic) with the purpose definition of oil-gas 

potential of sedimentary beds in rather complex geological conditions is carried out. The dislocations with a break and faults are 

mapping on all area of researches and framing territory. Within the limits of researched site the anomalies presumably 

connected to zones of splitting are allocated. The zones, perspective on detection of HC deposits are determined. The investigated 

structure (by poddomanic top-Devonian sediments) represents brachy-anticline fold by the isometric form, which dome is slightly 

extended in a northwest direction. 

 

The schemes of comparison received by the previous researches structural-tectonic bases at investigated areas are created. The 

zones, previously estimated as perspective on detection HC traps are revealed: the scheme of the forecast is received. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The definition of oil-gas potential of sedimentary beds is 

impossible without realization of geophysical researches, 
the major place among them is occupied the interpretation 
of anomalies of geopotential fields. It is natural, that the 
geological information received by means of a number of 
methods, having in a basis a various nature is most 
authentic. The set of diversified initial data by different 
methods and different scales in aggregate reasonably 
enough describes objectively existing geological 

environment. 

 
The investigated area is located practically at the centre of 
an extensive plate that predetermines a number of features 
at interpretation of observable geophysical anomalies. The 

borders of a plate are fixed on essential distinctions in a 
crust structure and mantle top, expressing in changes of the 
high-speed characteristics. 
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Fig. 1. a) Gravity at depth 1km. 
Faults               by gravity,            by magnetic,              by seismic.      

b)  Gravity at depth 2km. 
  

 
Non-uniformity of crust capacity (the depth of a 
Mohorovicic surface within the limits of a plate varies 
within the limits of 35 - 42км), the essential dissociation, 
wedge-shaped (edge to the south) form of a plate, which 
causes in the general plan submeridional strike of basic 
tectonic seams and faults, predetermines complexity and 

diversity of anomalies of geophysical fields. In this case 
each anomaly is a product of many factors from various 
depths. The sedimentary formations here are subdivided, on 
physical and lithologyc properties, into five geology-
geophysical complexes: top-terrigenous (P1

3 − Kz), top-
carbonate (D3 − P1

3), middle-terrigenous (D2 − D3), 
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bottom-carbonate (O2 − D1) and bottom-terrigenous (O2 − 
O1). The basic feature of a structure of the researched area 
− graben by amplitude 1.5-3.0km by poddomanic deposits. 
All structures, revealed by seismic, are complicated by 
small amplitude tectonic disturbances. So, its are broken on 

separate finer blocks. 
 

Materials 

 

The observed gravitational field on the area of researches 
(including a known deposit "P") displays immersing blocks 
of the base and increase of capacity of a sedimentary cover 
to a northeast direction. The observed gravitational and 

magnetic fields in area of researches show enough complex 
character. Both fields are characterized by the identical 
basic, regional tendency: the gravitational field almost in 
regular intervals grows from northeast by a southwest on 
all researched area, and magnetic – is lowered in the same 
direction similarly. 

 
Fig. 2. a – gravity at depth 3km; b – gravity vertical derivative; c – 

magnetic field horizontal derivative. 

Thus the gravity anomalies form obvious gravitational 
steps. Its allow precisely to divide a picture of anomalies to 
three basic zones. Zone of the lowered intensity of a field 
with the maximal gradient locate at northeast. A zone of the 
increased meanings at some more complex configuration of 
anomalies at a southwest extremity. The central zone is 
characterized by average meanings of field intensity and 
least gradient at rather complex figure of isoanomalies. The 

character of behaviour of a gravitational field (its regional 
component) as a whole answers to features of bedding of a 
base surface and overlying rocks of a bottom-carbonate 
complex (O − D1). Its roof is contrast density border. At the 
same time, the observed magnetic field is complicated by a 

number of anomalies of the second and third orders. Its 
practically is isometric (on northern border and in the 
southwest ending of a site) or linearly extended (at the 
centre of the area). In a gravitational field of feature of the 
second and third order are expressed only as bends of 

isoanomalies (basically in the central part of the area). 
Multiplicity of the geological factors determining density 
properties of a geology-geophysical section complicates 
realization of geological interpretation of gravity data. 

Fig. 3. Seismic-density model by line 1.                 isolines of disperse gradient of TNG.
                 observed gravity,               calculated gravity. 2.37 - density values (g/cm ) by gravity modeling.3  

More than probably that the formation of deposits is 
supervised by disjunctives. The HC rise is carried out more 
often at faults (weakened zones). The greatest 
concentration of faults, is especial in a combination from 
them multiorientation, creates the most favorable 
conditions for HC accumulation. By potential fields (by 
means of a number of transformations) the direction of the 
basic zones of tectonic breakdowns and their situation was 

established. By the most interesting result of realization 
numerous of transformants was revealing extended narrow 
anomaly. It settles down in northwest and central parts of a 
researched site, and looks like "buried channel" (fig. 1, 2).  
 

The object is shown as well in distribution of magnetic 
anomalies and its transformants. The carried out series of 
recalculations of a field on various depths has allowed with 

the large degree of reliability to establish depths top and 
bottom of rim of unusual object – 1km и 2km. Thus 
"object" does not correspond with the revealed disjunctive 
infringements. 
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Results 

 

The carried out structural constructions on materials of 2D 
seismic have revealed object such as "structural nose" by 
roof of domanic and djiersky (including closed contour line 
3400m by djiersky horizon). It finds reflection in 
distribution of anomalies of a number of transformants of 
gravitational field. The numerous attempts of account of a 
disperse gradient of function TNG on standard lines of 

various orientation were undertaken. Thus was found out, 
that on structures of a sublatitude direction the required 
effects from open traps of “P” deposit are not visible. It is 
caused by suppression of all anomalies of a field by the 
above described linearly extended characteristic anomalies 
at the centre of the investigated area ("zones of splitting"). 
The meridional direction conterminous with isoanomalies 
strike naturally could not be used. By virtue of stated 

interpretation structures are focused north-north-west – 
south-southeast (fig. 4). On all structures, as standard, and 
prognosis, the meanings of a disperse gradient of function 
TNG with various sets of harmonics of decomposition of 
an initial field in a  Fourier series in intervals from 200m up 
to 2000m and 2000m – 4200m with a step on a vertical 
50m were calculated, that as a whole corresponds to depths 
of gas deposits (about 1km and 3.1 – 3.2km, accordingly) 

within the limits of area of researches. 
 
With the purpose of an estimation of probability of 
perspective of this object the constructions by a technique 
GRADDIS on interpretation structures 16, 16a, 16b and 
16c, crossing a considered zone by various directions were 
carried out (fig. 4). On all structures the precise maxima of 
disperse gradients of function TNG of a gravitational field 

on various depths close to bedding of potentially productive 
horizons are received. At the same time, in all cases on 
other parts of interpretation lines the field of gradients 
remains quiet. By virtue of it on the plan of a zone of 
maxima form the contour appropriate on a configuration to 
mentioned structural object. Thus the characteristic 
structural feature, mapping by seismic, proves to be true by 
concurrence in the plan with anomalies of gravitational 
field transformants. By results of the analysis of 

microstructure of a gravitational field this zone is 
represented potentially productive. 

1z
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Fig. 4. Horizon Djeirsky roof.    
Configuration of interpretation lines, which the disperse gradients of TNG were calculated.
             profiles,               perspective sites by gravity,              most confidently determined 
perspective sites.  

The close results are received by comparison of materials 
of the gravity forecast with the data received taxonomy. In 
this case picture is represented to more complex, but the 
basic laws of ratio of zones received themes and in another 
way, are kept. The greatest distinction takes place on a site 
to the north of a deposit. Most encouraging the preservation 

of a configuration of contours at the centre of a site and 
their conformity of described "structural nose" is 
represented. 
 
The investigated structure (by poddomanic top-Devonian 
sediments) represents brachy-anticline fold by the isometric 
form, which dome is slightly extended in a northwest 
direction. On northern immersing of structure the most 

abrupt fall of layers is observed. The structure is 
complicated by tectonic breakdowns such as faults fading 
upwards on a section. The amplitude of faults on reflector 
horizon IIID (D3dm) does not exceed 25m. The structure 
also is isometric fold complicated own system of 
dislocations with a break in continuity having northeast and 
sublatitude strike. 
 

All structures, revealed by a seismic, are complicated by 
small amplitude tectonic disturbances, with which are 
broken on separate finer blocks. The increase of amplitude 
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with depth is characteristic for system of faults. The 
presence in poddomanic section a different height tectonic 
blocks testifies to possible formation (at a favorable 
combination structural, tectonic and lithologyc factors) near 
faults complex HC traps. Within the limits of the area the 

most part of tectonic disturbances decay in poddomanic 
interval of section. 
 
The revealing and location of large faults of investigated 
area was carried out with use of geopotential fields 
transformations. 

 

Conclusion. 

 
1) Tectonic elements and dislocations with a break are 
revealed and mapped on the researched area.  
 
2) The schemes of comparison received by the previous 
researches structural-tectonic bases (schemes of a 
structure) at investigated areas are created. 
 

3) The zones, previously estimated as perspective on 
detection HC traps are revealed: the scheme of the 
forecast is received. 
 
4) The recommendations on the further realization of 
investigation are given within the limits of the area of 
researches. 
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